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 on the nature of soil water, using her urines as markers of cocaine use. this is a preliminary report that needs more data. her
academic interests include various soil related studies involving coca, cocaine, marihuana, ganja, in water and their effects. one
such study conducted involved cocaine use by geologic and aquifers and how this contaminates the water systems and impacts

health. among other interests, she was also interested in how hydrologic connections might transport mixtures of toxic chemicals
and how this might affect humans. publish articles about the potential health risks associated with drinking water. in the process,
she has studied, coca-growing areas in south america, primarily, kisapu and other triangulation or "tally" areas where cocaine is

cultivated using traditional methods as well as modern approaches. she has studied the chemical contamination of soil as it
pertains to the growing of coca. journal articles that she has published are as follows: Coca-growing Areas of Kispuche, Peru
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missing (living people)As the July 1 deadline looms for US secondary market regulators to decide if they will continue to use
the Federal Reserve’s LIBOR rates as a benchmark for interest rates on securities tied to US Treasuries, some key players are

already making up their minds. “The biggest change is that there are lots of people who are now saying that this [LIBOR] is not
going to be an accurate representation of what the real interest rates should be,” says Jeffery Peterson, an investment banker at
Morgan Stanley. But that does not mean LIBOR should be abandoned, as the US Senate is also mulling over a proposal to make

the Fed disclose its own benchmark, so that consumers have a more accurate barometer to reference for interest rates and
payments, Peterson says. “The real problem is the Fed [has] never put out a benchmark of what the rate should be, and it needs
to,” he says. While the open market operations of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York are the only time that the US central
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